Cymbal Line

**Maximum Effort**

All exercises will be performed at all heights, depending on tempo

T. Hattery, L. Lillis, A. McMullen
J. Rutledge, L. Walsh

**A**

\[ \text{\( \frac{3}{2} \text{ Time Feet \@ 168} \)}

**B**

\[ \text{\( \frac{3}{2} \text{ Time Feet \@ 168} \)}

**C**

\[ \text{\( \frac{3}{2} \text{ Time Feet \@ 168} \)}

*One Height or 12/3

*Bar 34 No Release

"Solo Tap-Off"
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"Trips and Rolls" *Replace bars 61-70 w/ various grids

\[ D = \frac{152-168}{4} \]